For a finite group G, let N.G/ denote the set of conjugacy class sizes of G. We show that if G is a finite group with trivial center such that N.G/ D N.Alt n /, where n > 1361 and n or n 1 is a sum of two primes, then G ' Alt n .
). Let G be a finite group, K E G, G D G=K, x 2 G and x D xK 2 G=K. The following assertions hold:
(i) jx K j and jx G j divide jx G j. (ii) If L and M are neighboring members of a composition series of G, L < M , S D M=L, x 2 M and Q x D xL, then j Q x S j divides jx G j.
(iii) If y 2 G; xy D yx, and .jxj; jyj/ D 1, then C G .xy/ D C G .x/ \ C G .y/.
(iv) If .jxj; jKj/ D 1, then C G .x/ D C G .x/K=K. Lemma 2.9 ([6, Lemma 2.3]). Let n > 26, let t be a prime such that n 2 < t Ä n, let 2 N.Alt n / and suppose that t does not divide˛. Then˛is equal to jAlt n j=tjC j or jAlt n j=jAlt t Ci jjBj, where C D C Alt n t .g/ for some g 2 Alt n t , t C i Ä n and B D C Alt n t i .h/ for some h 2 Alt n t i . Lemma 2.10 ( [8] ). The product of k consecutive integers n.n 1/ .n C k 1/, which are greater than k, contains a prime divisor greater than 3k 2 with the exceptions 3 4; 8 9 and 6 7 8 9 10.
Lemma 2.11 ([13, Lemma 3.6]). Let s and p be distinct primes, H be a semidirect product of a normal p-subgroup T and a cyclic subgroup hgi of order s, and OET; hgi ¤ 1. Suppose that H acts faithfully on a vector space V over a field of positive characteristic t not equal to p. If the minimal polynomial of g on V does not equal to x s 1, then the following assertions hold:
Lemma 2.12. We have N.Sym n / ¤ N.Alt n / Proof. The proof is obvious.
). Let G be a finite group with N.G/ D N.Alt n /, where n > 1361. Then G has a composition factor isomorphic to an alternating group Alt m , where m Ä n and the half-interval .m; n contains no primes.
Proof of the Main Theorem
Suppose that 26 < n 2 N, where n, n 1 and n 2 are not primes, at least one of the numbers n or n 1 is decomposed into a sum of two primes, G is a finite group with Z.G/ D 1, N.G/ D N.Alt n /, and G has a composition factor S ' Alt n " , where " is a non-negative integer such that the set ¹n "; : : : ; nº does not contain primes. Let K be a maximal normal subgroup of G such that G=K contains a subgroup isomorphic to S . Set D ¹t W t is a prime, n 2 < t Ä nº. It is clear that S Ä G=K Ä Aut.S/. Lemma 3.1. We have that jAlt n j divides jGj.
Proof. If n is odd, there exist˛; 2 N.G/ such that˛D nŠ=2n, D nŠ=4.n 1/. If n is even, there exist˛; 2 N.G/ such that˛D nŠ=4n, D nŠ=2.n 1/. The statement follows from Lemma 2.8.
where R 1 ; : : : ; R k are isomorphic simple groups. Assume that R is non-solvable and k > 1. It follows from Lemma 2.6 that there exist y 1 and y 2 in R 1 and R 2 , respectively, such that j .jy 1 j/j D j .jy 2 j/j D 1, t 2 .jy R 1 1 j/, and t 2 .jy R 2 2 j/. We have that t 2 divides j.y 1 y 2 / R 1 R 2 j and there exists an element g 2 G such that t 2 divides jg G j; a contradiction. Then k D 1. We have Q S < N Q G .R/. Since Out.A/ is solvable for any finite simple group A and .N Q G .R/=C Q G .R//=R < Aut.R/, we get Q S < C Q G .R/. It follows from Lemma 2.6 that there exists g 2 R such that t 2 .jg R j/. Using Lemma 2.8, we obtain that there exists an element s 2 Q S such that jsj 2 n .g/ and t 2 .js Q S j/. Therefore, t 2 divides j.sg/ Q G j; a contradiction. It follows that R is an abelian t -group for some prime t . Let g 2 Q S , jgj 2 n¹t º. It is clear that g centralizes R. Therefore, Q S centralizes R. Since t − j Q K=Rj, we see that
Similarly we can obtain that G ' W:.F S/, where .W / \ D ¿ and .F / Â . It is easy to prove that F is an abelian group.
Since Z.G/ D 1, we see that jh G j > 1 for any element h 2 F . It follows from Lemma 2.4 that there exist subgroups L and H such that L C G, L < W , H is an unique normal subgroup of O G D G=L, jx H j > 1 for some x 2 F and jh . O G/=H j D 1 for any h 2 F . In particular, we have .W:S/=L: 
A is a pre-image of y of minimal order. It follows from Lemma 2.11 that one of the groups
and any Sylow t-subgroup of O S trivially. It follows that t 2 divides j.vf / G j; a contradiction.
We have that H is non-solvable and H 1 is a non-abelian simple group. Since t > s for any s 2 .H /, it follows from Lemma 2.7 that H
By the hypotheses of the Main Theorem, n or n 1 is equal to p C q, where p and q are primes. We can assume that p q. Further our proof is divided into three propositions. 
Proof of Proposition 3.3
Assume that n or n 1 is equal to 2p. Proof. The proof is obvious. Lemma 4.3. We have p − jKj Proof. Assume that p divides jKj. Let P 2 Syl p .K/. By the Frattini argument, N G .P /=N K .P / ' G=K. Let N D N G .P /=O p 0 .N K .P //, let S < N be a subgroup of minimal order having a composition factor isomorphic to S, and let M be a minimal normal subgroup of N . Let us take an element g 2 N G .P / such that jgj D p and g D gO p 0 .K/=O p 0 .K/ 2 M . It is obvious that M < Z.Q/ for any Q 2 Syl p .N /. In particular, any p-element of N centralizes M . Since S is generated by all its p-elements, we see that S < C N .M /. In particular, t 2 .C N .g// for any t 2 . Using Lemma 2.8, we get that p − jg G j. Therefore, jg G j D ı. Combining Lemmas 3.2 and 2.8, we obtain that .jg G j/ \ D ¿; a contradiction. Lemma 4.4. We have G ' Alt n Proof. It follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 4.3 that p 2 divides jS j and, consequently, " Ä 1. Assume that K 6 D 1. Let g 2 G, jgj D p, jg G j D ı and g D gK. Then jg S j D ı or jg S j D ı=n. Suppose that jg S j D ı=n. Then g acts on K non-trivially. Using Lemma 2.8, we get jg K j D n. It is easy to prove that p divides jnj t 1 for any t 2 .n/. But this is impossible, since n 1 D 2p; a contradiction. Therefore, jg S j D ı, " D 0 and K < C G .g/. Since Z.G/ D 1, there exists an element h 2 K with jh G j > 1. Hence, ı divides j.hg/ G j and ı ¤ j.hg G /j. However, ı is maximal with respect to divisibility in N.G/; a contradiction. Thus, K D 1 and S ' Alt n . Now the statement of the lemma follows from Lemma 2.12.
The proposition is proved.
Proof of Proposition 3.4
Assume that q D 3. Let g 2 G, jgj D p and g D gK 2 S . By Lemma 2.8 we have that jg S j divides jg G j and jg G j divides nŠ=p. Suppose that " > 0. Then jg K j divides Q n n "C1 i . It is easy to prove that p divides j Q n n "C1 i j t 1 for any t 2 .
Q n n "C1 i/; a contradiction. Therefore, " D 0. Now the statement can be proved similarly to Lemma 4.4.
Proof of Proposition 3.5
Let p > q > 3; g 2 G; jgj D p and g D gK 2 S . Lemma 6.1. We have˛D jg G j D nŠ=.p.n p/Š/.
Proof. We have n ¹pº .g S /. Using Lemma 2.8, we get n ¹pº .˛/. It follows from Lemma 2.9 that˛D nŠ=.pjC j/, where C D C Alt n p .h/ for some element h 2 Alt n p .
Assume that jC j < .n p/Š. Let h 2 G be such that jh G j D nŠ=.pq/. Since jGj p D p, we can assume that h 2 C G .g/. If p 2 .jhj/, then˛divides jh G j and, consequently, q divides jC j. Therefore,˛D nŠ=.pq/. Let x be an element of C G .g/ such that jx G j D nŠ=.pa/, where 1 < a ¤ q. Since˛− jx G j, we obtain using Lemma 2.8 that p 6 2 .jxj/. Hence, jx G j and˛divide j.xg/ G j, but˛is maximal with respect to divisibility in N.G/; a contradiction. Therefore, p 6 2 .jhj/ and we can assume that˛¤ jh G j. Since jh G j is maximal with respect to divisibility in N.G/, we obtain that j.gh/ G j D jh G j. Therefore,˛divides j.gh/ G j. Thus, D nŠ=.p.n p/Š/.
Let C D C G .g/,˛D jg G j, D nŠ=.pq/, ‚ D ¹nŠ=.pb/ W b j .n p/Šº\N.G/ and Q 2 Syl q .C /. Lemma 6.2. The following statements hold:
(iv) Suppose that v 2 Q n Z.C / and f is a ¹p; qº 0 -element of C G .gv/ n Z.C /.
Then j.gf / G j D .
Proof. (i) It follows from Proposition 3.4 that n p > 3. Therefore, there exists an elementˇ2 ‚ such thatˇq >˛q. Let h 2 C and jh G j Dˇ. Since C G .gh/ Ä C and jC G .gh/j q < jC j q , we obtain using Lemma 2.8 that there exists r 2 QnZ.C /.
(ii) We have j.gr/ G j ¤˛. Assume that for some l 2 G such that j.lg/ G j D , where l 2 C G .g/ and .l/ D ¹t º, we have t ¤ q. Let b 2 C and jb G j D . Since b centralizes some Sylow q-subgroup of C , we can assume that r 2 C G .b/. Therefore, divides j.grb/ G j and j.gr/ G j divides j.grb/ G j; a contradiction. Thus, there exists r 0 2 Q n Z.Q/ such that j.gr 0 / G j D .
Suppose that there exists r 00 2 Q n Z.C / such that j.r 00 g/ G j D ı ¤ . Then there exists a ¹p; qº 0 -element a 2 C G .gr 00 /. It is obvious that j.ga/ G j ¤ . Therefore, r 0 6 2 C G .ga/ and j.gar 00 / G j q > j.gr 00 / G j q ; a contradiction.
(iii) Let v 2 C and jv G j Dˇ. Since j.gb/ G j D for any b 2 Q n Z.C /, we see that C G .gv/ \ Q D Z.C / \ Q, and, consequently, jQj=jZ.C / \ Qj D q.
(iv) We have that j.gf / G j j . Therefore j.gf / G j 2 ¹˛; º. Since f 6 2 Z.C /, we obtain j.gf / G j ¤˛and consequently j.gf / G j D . Lemma 6.3. We have n p " < 5.
Proof. Assume that n p " 5. Therefore Q Ä K. It follows from the Frattini argument and Lemma 6.2 (i) that there exists a subgroup H in N C .Q/ such that H=K \ H ' Alt 5 . Let N D N C .Q/=Z.Q/ \ Z.C / and Q D Q=Z.Q/ \ Z.C /. Note that by Lemma 6.2 (iii) we have jQj D q. Therefore, N =C N .Q/ is isomorphic to a cyclic subgroup of order dividing q 1 in Aut.Q/. Hence, C N .Q/ H . Let h 1 ; h 2 2 H n Z.C /; jh 1 j D 2 and jh 2 j D 3. Since j.gh 1 / G j D j.gh 2 / G j D , we see that C G .gh 1 / D C G .gh 2 /; a contradiction. Lemma 6.4. If n p " D 4, then 3 divides q 1.
Proof. Assume that n p " D 4. Therefore Q Ä K. It follows from the Frattini argument and Lemma 6.2 (i) that there exists a subgroup H < N C .Q/ such that H=K \ H ' Alt 4 . Let N D N C .Q/=Z.Q/ \ Z.C / and Q D Q=Z.Q/ \ Z.C /. Note that by Lemma 6.2, jQj D q. Therefore, N =C N .Q/ is isomorphic to a cyclic subgroup of order dividing q 1 in Aut.Q/. If C N .Q/ H , then similarly to the proof of Lemma 6.3 we obtain a contradiction. Thus, jH=C N .Q/\H j D 3.
Lemma 6.5. The number … D Q n n "C1 i is not divisible by primes larger than q.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a prime t dividing … such that t > q. Then t divides only one number from the set ¹n "C1; : : : ; nº. In particular, j…j t 1 < p. It follows from Lemma 6.1 that jg G j D˛and jg G=K j D .n "/Š=.n " p/Š. Since K is not divisible by p, we obtain jg K j D …=. Q n p n p "C1 i /. Therefore, t divides jg K j. Let H be a maximal normal subgroup in K such that t divides j Q g Q K j, where Q K D K=H and Q g D gH 2 G=H . Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of Q K. By the maximality of H , t divides j Q g N j. We have N ' N 1 N k , where N 1 ; : : : ; N k are isomorphic simple groups. It is easy to prove that j Q g N j t p C 1; a contradiction. Lemma 6.6. If " > 0, then " Ä 4; q Ä 7; if n " p D 2, then n p Ä 5.
Proof. The statement follows from Lemmas 2.10, 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. Lemma 6.7. We have " D 0.
Proof. Assume that " > 0. Then jg K j D˛=jg G=K j. It is clear that if " > 1, then there exists an odd prime divisor t of jg K j. We can show that p divides jg K j t 1.
If t divides only one number from the set ƒ D ¹n " C 1; : : : ; nº, then we can obtain a contradiction as in the proof of Lemma 6.5. It follows from Lemma 6.6 that " Ä 4. Since t divides two numbers from the set ƒ, we have t D 3. Therefore, jg K j t Ä t lC1 , where t l divides only one number from the set ƒ. Analyzing the residues of the division of t l by p, it is easy to get a contradiction.
